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INTRODUCTION 

It isgeneral~ce.espcdallY'in·the U~l'CWingtu·ceooomicdcve1opment. 

{oregatd rural worken in, underdeveloped countries ashomog~.neon$" The. 

implicatioos of sueh anusumpnonare thlt. _)aU workers faccthc .$amC supply 

conditions, and. n) aUworkets ate identical in;tcM).$; of' skills.. Ithasbcen routine 

practiccto assume also·t!W allCmnactivincs arc; similatintetm.1 of demand, for skilled t. 
workcn;. this assunlptiottoC skill unifOrmity is auclal·beeau$e·in circumstane.=s wh~' 

skills are un.lCo;rm.one migbtexpect nOI to eneountervariations i,gcmplo;nttint 

relad.otl$~ Yet, thcempuical literatutc $ug3ests: that a wide variety of'labourcontmctl 

persIst tn,trad'itional agncuhure. and Q technology eba,nges new types of 141bouf 

cont'nlCl~ eJncrge~ 

Theecooomic btenrurc relating tolaboor muket ,analysis suggest$. ,hat there may 

becIcar difrerences· in CbarftClCfl$Ucsbetween family and hired worket$. .and within the: 

'hlred workers" group. ,across the types or hired work:crs~ due. it appears, to the 

diffe:rentmcenbve$ faced bytbCK workers" Clearly" family labour win have IC5S 

mcenuvcto restncl ~uktf:ron •. compared to bired workers. Family workers bear tbe 

mCldence of losses due 1.0 sfnrking as it tCducc'the share of output.a;v:dlaNe to the 

famtly. Recentempsriea.l findings are also consistent with the view t.hit thc.re are 

significant skin differentials among farm workers. which in tum .tu'ectl,l(iul in shaping 

employment ulSuwtions. 'Indeed. tbert have been a number of Malyticaland empirical 

unempu to sec y,lbetherimbaJan<.:estn the demand, for W1d supply of !ktlled labour is the 

n:a.son forsJow growth ine:mployment in tcchoologse,;dlyadvancing agriculture .. 

New farming technology often makes lluens.v: use of skilled labour. In 

nddition. tbe inU'Oducuon of new tecbnology is likely to increase the importance of 

regularity in labour ,upply. Deficie.ntprovision of Jabour of SUitable quality may 

adversely arfectteehnologtenl adoption. In addition't tecbnoJogicalcbangc:$ may fail to 

deliver cmpJo)1tk:nt gains iflabouf markets andthclf c;ontracrua!,amngements do not 

respond udequatelyto dlangesin the demand pattern. Sub"optimal adoption of labour 

s:wingdevlces tnngnculture migbt be enctluraged by an madequ3lcresponse In tbe 



labour market. Analysis ofcontracruallabouramngementS can provide insights ,about 

theabiUty of the labour market to adjust appropriately toehulgesirt the pattems of 

labour demand., 

The basic objecdvcofthc, paper iSla extend thcmeory of labour contracts to 

explain farm labourcontraetsinpooragrarian,societies. by explicit recognition of sldll 

differentials. which are observed as characterisdcof rural workers.. A theoretical 

rationale for choice of long tenn orsbonterm (casual) farm labour contracts' is 

developed using tbe "product .. eharacterisucs" and "prod.uct,.grading·' titerature.~ An 

empirical model is also developed to enhance :micro--levelunderstandingof employe!" 

employee relationships. Tests (,lfthe. unpirlcalrnodelare expected to shed light on 

po!icyissues such as farm labour marketreguladonand technological adoption on 

(arms. 

In the first part of the next section, we baveprovideda brief survey of the labour 

contract literature relating to labour quality.. We have also briefly sk.elched the 

"pt'Oduct.-characterisncs"and "product .. grodingt·Uteraturcthere. We have develope'dll 

model of labour grouping (gradi.ng) in the second pan of the section. In thetbird 

section. demand for different types of workers is .modelled 11sa derived demand 

function where quality characteristics form the arguments of the function. The 

subsequent section outlines the empirical model to be employed in the quantitative 

analysis. 

THEORY 

Economic theory as it relates to the classification of goods rests on the 

assumption that goods can be separated from each other with respect to quality. 

Consumers decide the level of quality and the goods to consume. depending upon their 

preference system. As goods may possess several quality traits. grading of goods to 

take ace-ount of the quality traits is of belp to consumers in choosing the goods. It is 

nrguedthat forsucil ?rading (or classification) to be meaningful. it should be based on 

a few important .identifiable trailS of goods (Freebaim. 1967; Zusman.I967). 



A parallel analysis of characteristics .. quality causation. and. grading can be 

performed for mpUl'ialso. Quality variationsamo"8 me wQrkerscan be expected to .be 

reflected througb tbe characteristics tbey possess. These characteristics have 

implications for the contribution of workers ·iO production. Oits study (1983) is a 

seminalconttibution to the labour economics literature which establisbesmat labour 

cbarllcteristics may play an important. role in formation of employment :relations. ors 
empbasis was on an explanation of me correlation between finn size and tbe rate of 

wage payment via quality of workers. Oi'sthesis is that large finns have tess 

endowment of supervision inputs (per workers). hence they seek employees who need 

less supervision and hence are of better quality" Because rums have to spend lesson 

supervision. workers in such firms are paid more. The message of Oits tbesis isiliat 

wOlkers differ in quality and finns choose quality levels according to their endowmentS 

of skill and capacity to monitor workers. Recent em,pirical work (Bartb etal.. 1987; 

Brown and Medoff. 1989) tend to confmnthe quality ... firmsize-wage Tatc relationship 

proposed by Oi. Similar to this quality-finn sizc ... wagc rate literature, a careful survey 

of fann sizc-productivity literature provide an empirical basis by which ors thesis may 

be tested. The (ann-productivity literature (Berry and Cline. 1979; Obose. 1979; Sen. 

1987; Verma and Bromley. 1987) also suggests th~t large ranns rend to hire better 

quality workers and pay higher wage nnes. 

Explicit introduction of the quality of workers in the analysis of employment 

relations inagricultute is quite recent. Nutritional-efficiency wage theory ~beinstein1 

1963; Rodgers, 1975; Stiglitz, 1976; Bliss and Stem, 1978) de.veXopedto explain 

wage .. productivity relationships in poor agrarian economics. also provides some 

insi,hts on the issue of variation in labour contracts. The theory predicts that in such 

an economy employers pay higher wages to improve the tluuitionallevelsof workers. 

To capture the full benefit of such an improvement,employers seek to engage workers 

for longer periods of time. The theory thus suggests lhala quality difCerenrialls created 

via wage,pa,yments. The:tJleory however do-wS not provide an answer to the quesuo-"lof 
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wbich workers are likclYIO be cW.;m:n forpanicipation in Jongtennandsbort tenn 

employment relations. 

There are several otllervarianls ofcificiencywage. theofYthat .illlPly the 

relationship between labour quality and the nature of employmentrelationsbips.. Oneof 

the vmiants is the qualitYIoCfficiencymodel. whicnpo$itsthat the level or work effort 

depends upon wage rates. It is argued a tbat higher wage rate is.successful in 

gencmting ·useful but bard~tc).measurc quality attributes among workers. Some of these 

attributes are said .10 be loyalty, honesty and reciprocity to the fum. Akerlof(l982, 

1984) bas proposed a model of 'partial gift exchange'. which views abigher wageasa 

gift for which workers reciprocate by providing loyalty.cffonandomcr fonns of 

commitment that contribute to higher productivity. And because these higher wage 

rates generate quality ttaits tbey are fungible and specific to the finn. and his in the 

interest of both employer and employee to foster a longtenn employmentrelationsmp. 

One can view such qualities as the fum~specific human capital genemtedby fums. The 

investment in such hUIl1an>capltalls generally incorporated in the wage rate. 

The incentive/efficiency model, on the other band. focuses on the pnshive 

incentive effects of highet wages. The model emphasizes that low levels ofwagesbave 

negative incentive effects in ICnns of quitting the Jobs or shirking on the job .(YcUen. 

1984; Dasgupta and RaYt 1986). Higber wages deterwofkers ftomthese costly aClS as 

itarbitrnrily increases the opponunitycost of job loss. Sbapiro and Stiglitz (1984) bas 

demonstrated tbatboth higher wages and unemployment rates work asa disciplinary 

device to deter workers from shirking. Given the unemployment rate, a higher wage 

rate solicits shirking deterrence; given the wage rate. higber unemployment rates 

encourage less shirking. 

EmplQymentrelanons in agriculture have not received sufficient anentionlargely 

because of the widely heldassnmplion that farm workers are homogeneous, as are the 

fann activities in terms of skills. Yet. the empirical evidence that labour contracts are 

not always uni .. modal have attracted theoretical work. Bardhan (1979,1983) extended 

the argument .. observing that because o(seasonality in fann activities consideration of 



risk in the demand for and supply of labour services is introduced. Long tenn contr"dCts 

are viewed as methods to minimise such risk. Eswaran and KOlwal (1985) place 

emphasis on tbequality of workers when explaining fannemployment relationships. 

Their argument is similar to that of the quality...efficiency wage model where higher 

quality in workers is imponed througba higher wage rate. These modelstby and 

large. make the assumption that (ann workers ar~initia1ly homogeneous; it is only after 

the application of anincentive mechmlism thata qUality differential is created .. 

Consideration of quality characteristics by the employer before negotiating the 

contract cannot be ruled out. Oi's theoretical contribution and the empirics that 

followed, suggest clear differences between types of workers. Transaction costs 

literature (pollak. 1985. Ben-porath 1950) also suggests that workers differ inqualby 

due both, to the differences in the embodied characteristics and the incentives faced. 

We also propose that a clear distinction be maintained between expUcitquality traits 

observable through characteristics, and incentive-induced quality. Inspired by the 

literature of the "New Consumer Theory" (Lancaster 1966) and the literature on 

"product-gradingU (Fanis, 1960; Freebaim, 1967; Zusman, 1967), we have tried to 

develop a parallel explanation for the choice of contracts and its consequences for fann 

production. 

Let us begin by proposing that fann workers can be grouped according to quality~ 

Quality indications may be derived from several characteristics, sucb as,reliability in 

labour supply experience. and physical strength. Assume that workers can be 

objectively grouped into low quality (LQ) and higher quality (HQ) workers. When 

ungrouped, workers are indistinguishable and face the same wage rate. 

In Figure 1. fannerwemployers A and B are operating under iso-quants Al and 

B 1. exhibiting different preference systems. CD is the iso-cost line and both the 

farmers are facing the same resource constraints. MN represents the supply mix of HQ 

and LQ labour. When the labour force is ungrouped, both farmers operate at point S, 

where both iso-quants meet the supply-mix line. This eliminates the differences in the 

preference system, both being forced to operate essentially under the same iso-quant. 

s 
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LQ Labour 

c 

o 
HQ Labour 

Figure 1: Labour grouping when preference systems are different 



Because of differences in the preference system. the ratios of marginal physical 

products of two types of workers are not equal to the ratio of wage.rates faced by the 

fanners. that is, 

thus inflicting inefficiency on the economy. 

Grouping the workers by quality releases the fanners from forced choice of 

operating at point S in the supply-mix UneMN. In the figure, we have shifted the iso

quants to the tangency points to the CD line. This tangency is possible becau.se of 

labour classification allowing fanners to move to highest pcssible iso-quants. 

In Figure 2, a case with different cost constraints is presented. We assume that 

both the fanners share the same preference system. In tbeungrouped labour situation, 

both operate at points where iso-quants intersect the iso-cost and supply .. mix line. 

Again, grading of laborers allows fanners to move to higher iso-quants. 

Similar to the employers. it can be demonstrated that such a classification is also 

beneficial to the workers. After quality grouping, the aggregate labour demand curve 

shifts upwards. This is demonstrated in Figures 3 and 4. 

When the workers are not grouped, employer in Figure 3 is in equilibrium at S, 

where MN, CD and the iso-quant meet. After workers are grouped, the employer 

moves to a higher iso-quant. Assume that the employer was ready to pay Y when was 

operating at lower iso-quant. And because with classification of labour he can move to 

a higher iso-quant, he will be ready to pay more than before. Let us assume that the 

higher payment is indicated by II Y. The wage rates when grouping exists are higher 

than when labour is not grouped. 

W Y+dY 
OR= -L-

y 
WUO=L 

) 

) and WOR > WUG 

) 
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LQ Labour 

A2 

HQ L~bour 

Figure 2: Labour grouping when cost constraints are different 
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LQ Labour 

c 

D HQ Labour 

Figure 3: Lahour grouping and the wage rate 
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Figure 4: 
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Labour (HQ + LQ) 
Labour grouping and a shift in the demand curve 
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Figure 5: Labour grouping and social benefit 
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Thus the aggregate demand schedule for grouped workers lies to the right of the 

schedule when workers are ungrouped. 

The gains manifested by grouping ot workers to the society can be illustrated 

using demand/supply model for different types of workers. 

In Figure 5. in panels I and II. demand and supply curves for HQ and LQ 

workers are presented. When workers are not grouped, W is the wage rate applicable 

to both types of workers. This results into over-supply ofLQ type workers and under

supply of HQ workers. This imbalance causes loss to the society equivalent to the 

shaded triangles. With the grouping of workers and allowing both the labour markets 

to attain equilibrium the loss is eliminated. 

MODEL 

The quality of workers consists of several characteristics such as: 

(a) reliability in supply; 

(b) supply of implicitly agreed work effort at minimum supervision; 

(c) experience; 

(d) physical strength (especially when manual work is involved). 

Quality. hence, can be viewed as an aggregate term for a bundle of non-price 

characteristics that influence labour productivity and is valued by employees. It is 

argued that these non-price attributes are relevant to be entered into the derived demand 

function for labour services. Drawing upon "New Consumer Theory" and "Hedonic 

Pricing" literature, the following model is developed to analyse the effect of labour 

quality Oil labour demand. 

Assume that a farm faces a production function of the general fonn: 

y = f (Xi, XL. Xc) (1) 

where: Y = output 

Xi = non-labour inputs 

XL = workers of type L (long tenn workers) 

Xc = workers of type C (casual workers) 

a ". 
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'l'bedmvt:d.demand·ror X.L .and· Xc are: 

Xl. ~. dt. (p. Yi~. 'lL); Xc =:; de (p. y" "'tel 

wht!rt:p ::: 

'"Be 

where: :h;" U 

1",., :.I 

product ouqmtpriee 

priccsofXi 

effcedve wap nne for XL 

effective w.age l'ntC(or Xc 

.'tLp .... YLq; . 

• (lp+ytq; 

wage rare for X.L 

wage' nue for Xc 

(2) 

Y:q; 1tq == non .. wage:CO$ts aSsocmted with qwdiry attributes 

(c.gw1l cusoeiatedmonitOring. cOSt)~ 

B~ause1eq and Ytq are noo .. wage costs they will depend upon the lewels of 

quality enmcteristtes offered by panicuIar types 0.( worker. Let qLK and qCK 

(K=t.~n denote the quality cbaracteristics orfered by the workers or typcL and C 

resp~ctive.iy" Kcan represent the observed variables such as experience of the 

~ The effecnve wage cost forL .type ·of labout" trten .. is: 

1t. n Ytp+ It.q fql.,1t ql#l " •. qts) 

Substitntmgthe value of lL in Equation (2); 

XL Q dL (P."'fit Yl. CYL;:hqLI .••.. qLS)1 

(3) 

(4) 

equatIOn (4) teUs US> that Oc$wes p. "fi. "fL. demand fot L type fabour is dependent 

also, upon the non·wage cost M'iootated withparucular quality ttah present in the 

worker. 

lu! what f,,!tows we den:ve the effects on demand for labour of pa:nlctdar c:ype due 

to wage rare changes:. and cbanges in quality attributes. 

o l'hc nne ofcbange t.n the quantity of labour of typeL as own wage mte (it> 

ebangesmay be written &IJ: 



aXL Dan.. and (S) 

ii) the, .tatc. of change, ineffective labour cost (o! U'PCLl as me· quali.tyawibute 

(6) 

From equations (5) and (6);. 

iii) the rate of changem labour demand (XtJas the quality attributc K changes is: 

~=~~~ 
dqt.x trft. dijii 

From equation (7),me quality elasticity of type, L labour. can be written as: 

(~ d1L) 9LK 
ttL == ~ dqtK XL 

Similarly. the quality elasticity of type Cbbotlt canbc obtained as: 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

When both types of taborers are in use as in equadon (1); rhen the cmss, quality 

elastici.ty of demand also cn.n be obtained" The ni,te of change in demand of type L 

labour as quality characteristics (K) of type tC labour change is: 

l!;=~$. 
K dye tk1cx. (10) 

And from equation (lO).the crossqunUty elasticity of demand can be obtained as: 

(~ .. ~~) '9.CK 
;rIC dqa XL un 

Thus by ttccQunting for the quality attributes of workers as arguments i.n tbe 

derived labour demand function. the irnport.ilnCc of labour quality can be appreciated. 
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EMPUtlCALMODEL 

The efficiency and equity aspects of h\bour contractS can be investigated 

empirically by estimating the (ollowing ,set of production function" 

We assume that the figure, production function is of Cobb--Douglastype: 

'InY=lnk+Pl}nL+~A.ilnXi+e (1) 

whefe: Y = output 

L = labour services 

Xi = non ... labour inputs 

L := Lf+Lp+Lc 

Lr = family labour 

4 :: pennanent.1abour 

~ :: casual labour 

Pit li = regression coefficients 

Instead of introducing L in the production function as the sum of different types 

of workers, as most such studies do, we want to introduce L as labour services 

produced by different types of laborets. We assume that the production function with 

respect to labour services may be adequately represented by a quadratic production 

function. 

L = al Lr+a2Lp+( 1-(l1 .. aZ)Lc;+a3Lr2 

+a4Lp4asLc2+fl6l.r.Lp+((7Lr~Lc+a8Lp·Lc (2) 

Equation (2) provides an opponunity to carry out tests which are not feasibl~ 

employing conventional production functions such as CBS and the Cobb-Douglas type. 

Some of the tests, crucial for our purpose are: 

a. All labour inputs (Le, Lpand Lc) can be separately entered into the function 

and ;.lIe free to take zero values. 

b. If (Xl through as are equal 10 zero, then all interaction tenus vanish from 

equation (2) and the labour production function reduces to: 

(3) 
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And if Ul;::(XZ=!, then all the three separate labour inputs converge to one 

input with no quality diffen=nces. The quality differential can be observed 

by ca]cwatmg the ratios of productivity i.e., 
...J!L~_ ... 0,2 
l"Ul"(l! an", 1 .. ut-(l2 

c. Differentia-ring equation. (2) for marginal physical product of family labour 

(MPPP): 

(4) 

and 
aL 

() (aL~ idLe = a7 (5) 

aL 
() (aL~ (rJLp = fX6 (6) 

The sign of a6 and u7 will provide information about the nature of the 

relationships among the type of workers. For example if CX6 assumes a negative sign, 

Lr and Lp are competitive. This type of test is not possible in Cobb-Douglas type 

functions., where LC and .Lp are always complements. 

Estimates of equation (1) with L as specified in equation (2) provides an 

opponunity to compare the quality of different type of workers. 

The suggestion made in the theory mat the use of different types of workers (i.e. 

demand for quality-characterisdcs) is governed by the farm/crop characteristics, can be 

tested using a logistic function. Alogit model of the following type may be utilized: 

Log <ip> = a+BiXi (7) 

where: p = 
Xi = 

proportion ofpanicular type of labour 

the relevant variables. 

The data to be employed in the analysis come from a cross sectional survey of 

farms from two main zones in the upland and lowland areas of Nepal. The data are at 

the crop level rather than at the farm level, a distinction which it is expected, will 
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facUitateanalysis of the various types of labour contracts which baveemerged and the 

mix ofcontratts with variooslevels of specialisation. 

As thefann characteristics change the type of labour contracts. farm level analysis 

is expected to shed light on the factors sbaping the choice, of contracts and their mix. 

Crop level data will enablenacing of the effects of labour contracts on cropJfarm level 

decisions. 

CONCLUS.ION 

In recognition of the needs to differentiate workers according to quality, an 

attempt has been made to extend the theory of labour contracts. From the product

market literature and the product-grading literature, theoretical reasons have been 

advanced to explain the existence of variations in labour contracts, and the rationale 

behind choices between labour contracts. The theory suggests that variations in quality 

characteristics may result in variations in employment relations. Reflection of quality 

levels through some kind of grading or grouping of workers has the potential to 

enhance efficiency in an agrarian society. Employment relations practiced in 

developing agriculture have been found to corroborate the theoretical deduction that 

there is gain in adopting a system which identifies labour of differe··\tqualities. The 

practice of a variety in contractual relationships indicates that institutions evolve which 

provide incentives to improve efficiency in the economy. Both employers and 

employees benefit from such practices. This lsin contrast to the popularly held belief 

that the long tenn labour relation is a device designed to benefit employers at the 

expense of employees. 

Empirical models have been outlined to put this theory to the test. Fann data on 

inputS-ourput ~lationship with a detailed breakdown of labour input by type will enable 

the pen011llMCe of the required tests. 
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